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Carrier-based Coverage Augmentation in Wireless Sensor and Robot Networks Rafael Falcon, Xu Li, and Amiya Nayak SITE, University of Ottawa, Canada Email: {rafael.falcon, xuli, anayak}@site.uottawa.ca Abstract—Carrier-based sensor placement involves mobile robots carrying and dropping (static) sensors for optimal coverage formation. Existing solutions target at traditional area coverage problem and unrealistically assume that robots carry sensors all together (ignoring the physical dimension of sensors and the limit of robot capacity). In this paper, we consider realistic scenarios that robots have to repeatedly reload sensors and address the FOCUSED coverage (F-coverage) problem [10] in an unknown two-dimensional environment. In F-coverage, sensors are required to surround a point of interest (POI), maximizing coverage radius. We propose a Carrier-Based Coverage Augmentation protocol (CBCA). Robots enter the environment from fixed locations, called base points, and move toward the POI. As soon as they get in touch with already deployed sensors, they search (by communication) along the network border for best sensor placement points with respect to F-coverage optimization, and move to drop sensors at the discovered locations. Border nodes store locations of failed sensors (if any exists) inside the network as well as adjacent available deployment spots outside the network, and recommend them to robots during the search process. Robots return to base points for reloading, after finishing with currently loaded sensors, and re-enter the environment to augment existing F-coverage. At the end o the paper, we propose an optimization technique to reduce augmentation delay and save robot energy.



I. I NTRODUCTION Wireless sensor networks (WSN) consist of a large number of small sensing and computational devices, called sensors, which are equipped with limited resources (e.g., energy, storage and CPU cycle) and connected by wireless multi-hop communication links. They are usually deployed in an unknown and/or hazardous environment, where physical dynamics and spatio-temporal irregularities prevail. They work unattended. They sample (monitor) their surroundings and report their readings through message relay to pre-defined data sink(s). Coverage is a functional basis of any WSN due to its inherent surveillance goal. It is measured by the area covered by (sensible to) the network. The larger coverage a WSN has, the better surveillance service it can provide. Li et al. [10] introduced a new type of coverage, FOCUSED coverage (F-coverage), defined as the sensor area coverage with a focus on covering a given point of interest (POI). Optimal F-coverage has maximal coverage radius, which is defined as the radius of the maximal hole-free (sensing coverage) disc centered at the POI, i.e., the minimum distance from the POI to uncovered areas. An example application scenario of Fcoverage is enemy/terrorist attack monitoring and tracking around a point of critical (i.e., the POI) such as battalion



(a) An optimal F-coverage Fig. 1.



(b) A TT graph



F-coverage is a vertex coverage problem over TT



headquarter and nuclear power plant for warfare and homeland security. The network monitors any suspicious event in the vicinity of the POI and reports to a pre-defined base station. The distance from a detected event to the POI reflects the degree of danger of the event. From the base station, the command and control unit retrieves real-time sensor readings and makes timely and proper defense decisions. Coverage is apparently subject to sensor placement that is however often not controllable due to operational factors (e.g., human inaccessibility in surveillance applications on remote planet) and done in a random manner (e.g., by air dropping). Mobile robots are recently brought into WSN to provide value-added services, leading to so-called wireless sensor and robot networks (WSRN) [15]. In WSRN, sensor placement control embraces new possibilities by making use of actuation and mobility of robots. Robots may carry sensors as payload and move around in the deployment field. While traveling, they deploy sensors at proper positions (e.g., vertices of certain geographic graph). We call this method carrierbased. In a special case of WSRN, nodes play both robot role and sensor role, and a sensor self-deployment approach may be engaged. By this approach, robotic (mobile) sensors autonomously change their geographic location, adjusting the overall node distribution to a desired one. In this paper, we concentrate our attention on carrier-based sensor placement for F-coverage. A. Motivation WSN is a large-scale network. Each node needs to be low in cost so as to make the massive deployment financially feasible. Sensor self-deployment assumes that each node have



locomotion. Realization of this assumption requires extra hardware investment on every single node. It is not cost-effective and may readily exceed the deployment budge. Sensor selfdeployment is therefore an expensive, if not unrealistic, solution to coverage control. One the other hand, we may consider to use only a small number of mobile robots to control coverage, while keeping the cost within the affordable range. Here comes the carrier-based sensor placement problem. Existing carrier-based sensor placement algorithms [2], [4], [5], [7] are all designed for constructing traditional area coverage, thus not applicable to F-coverage problem. They require robots to carry all the sensors at once. This is clearly an unrealistic requirement as each sensor has unnegligible physical dimension and each robot has bounded storage capacity. This strong/improper requirement basically eliminates these algorithms from real-world applications. A comprehensive literature review is given in Sec. II. Inspired by the incompleteness and limitations of the previous works, here in this paper we address the novel and practical problem of carrier-based F-coverage augmentation. It involves robot repeatedly reloading sensors and placing them in the environment. A detailed problem statement follows. B. Problem statement We consider an unknown two-dimensional environment, where the location of a POI, denoted by F , is given. One or a few mobile robots, each with limited capacity, are available for carrying and deploying sensors. Sensors are collected at one or more fixed locations, called base points. Robots have to be loaded with sensors and enter the environment from there. After finishing with currently loaded sensors, they return to the base points for reloading and continue sensor placement. Robots are aware of their own locations and able to detect nearby obstacles. Robots and sensors have the same communication radius Rc . Sensors have the same sensing radius Rs . They are localized by the robots that place them. Once deployed, sensors periodically exchange ‘hello’ message that carries their location information. This message is a basic networking technique for routing [3]√and activity scheduling [8], for example. We assume Rc ≥ 3Rs as in the literature [1], [4], [5], [10]. Sensors may fail at any time. The goal is to develop a carrier-based sensor placement algorithm that yields a sensor network surrounding F in hexagon layers and with an equilateral triangle tessellation √ (TT) layout of nodal separation 3Rs , as shown in Fig. 1(a). This particular type of sensor arrangement is desirable because it guarantees connectivity and optimal hexagonal F-coverage [10]. The problem is now converted to a vertex coverage problem on a TT graph containing F as vertex, as drawn in Fig. 1(b), where hexagon layers (i.e., hexagons) are indexed by their graph distance to F and denoted by by Hindex . In Fig. 1(a), the number at the center of each node indicates the index of its residence hexagon. The TT graph is pre-computable to each robot, given F and a common orientation (say the North).



C. Our contributions In this paper we for the first time address the above stated problem of carrier-based sensor placement with sensor reloading. We propose a solution algorithm, named Carrier-Based Coverage Augmentation protocol (CBCA). In this algorithm, already-deployed (by robots) sensors monitor the status of neighboring sensors and adjacent vertices (in TT graph). They report any empty vertices caused by sensor failure to nodes located on network border using Greedy-Face-Greedy (GFG) routing protocol [3]. Border nodes store vertices available for sensor placement inside the network (due to sensor failure) as well adjacent ones outside the network (locally monitored). After entering the environment, robots move toward the POI F . As soon as they get in touch with a deployed sensor, they search (by communication) along the network border, assuming the encountered sensor is a border node, for best sensor placement point (i.e., known empty vertex closest to F ). Border nodes recommend locally known best sensor placement points to robots during the search process. Robots move to drop sensors at the discovered locations. They return (to base points) for sensor reloading, after finishing with currently loaded sensors, and re-enter the environment to augment existing F-coverage. At the end of the paper we optimize the delay and energy performance of CBCA by allowing robots to exchange sensor placement tasks when they are in direct contact with each other. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review previous related work in Sec. II. Our new algorithm CBCA is proposed in Sec. III. We present the optimization technique for CBCA in Sec. IV. Finally in Sec. V, we conclude the paper. II. R ELATED W ORK Movement-assisted sensor placement was studied in the literature in a very limited context. Majority of the previous works addressed mobile sensor self-deployment. Only a few shed light on carrier-based deployment, and we will review them at short length in this section. For sensor self-deployment literature, we refer interested readers to our recent article [11]. Batalin and Sukhatme [2] proposed a randomized snake-like (robots traveling like a snake) deployment approach, named Least Recently Visited (LRV). Sensors store a weight for each direction that a robot can travel in. The weight represents the number of times that a robot has locally visited in/from that direction. A sensor recommends the direction with the lowest weight or the direction that is the least recently visited for a robot in contact to travel. Among all the recommendations, the robot randomly choses one with lowest weight. LRV requires many unnecessary movements to fully explore a given environment and construct a full coverage. These extra movements lead to an extremely large number of messages sent from the robots. It is unclear under what conditions LRV terminates. Further, it was presented with a single robot. Multirobot extension was mentioned, but for a different purpose. Chang et al. [4], [5] presented a deterministic snake-like deployment approach. The robot moves along a pre-computed graph step by step, each step to an adjacent empty vertex in the



graph in a pre-defined order of preference, and drops a sensor after each step. With differently defined preference order, the robot trajectory will exhibit a different shape such as ‘S’ shape [4] or spiral shape [5]. This algorithm is very likely to be stuck at dead ends (where no adjacent empty vertices exist) due to obstacles or early dropped sensors. Dead-end recovery was however not discussed; the algorithm does not guarantee full coverage as a result. It does not support multiple robots either. Shiu [16] attributed the lack of coverage guarantee of this algorithm solely to concave regions and suggested to treat each concave region as a separate environment. The obstruction of obstacles and sensors to robot movement is overlooked, and coverage guarantee is still not accomplished. Fletcher et al. [7] suggested a back-tracking based sensor placement algorithm. The algorithm adopts a snake-like robot trajectory similar to [4] and a novel back-tracking technique for recovery from dead-end. Specifically, a robot at dead end situation back tracks to the nearest sensor adjacent to an empty vertex on its backward path (it is an ‘entrance’ to an unexplored/uncovered area) and resumes forward moving and sensor dropping from there. This technique is implemented by locally stored back pointers on each sensor node and further augmented by a short-cut method for time and energy efficiency. When multiple robots are present, a robot is allowed to take over the back-track path of another robot, by consulting with neighboring sensors. It is proven that this algorithm guarantees full coverage when there are sufficient sensors. Howard et al. [9] presented a centralized incremental approach for sensor placement. Although the algorithm was designed for sensor self-deployment, it can easily be adopted in carrier-based sensor placement scenarios. In this solution, sensors are deployed one at a time to push the frontier of the network forward, from a single starting point, to explore the unknown environment. It requires a central controller to gather information of previously deployed sensors and select best deployment point for the next sensor. When used for carrierbased sensor placement, the central controller may simply inform robots to move to drop a sensor at the specified location. Because of the centralized nature of this algorithm, it is very expensive in bandwidth and energy usage for communication. Mei et al. [14] presented a cluster based coverage maintenance algorithm. This algorithm is designed for postdeployment coverage repair rather than initial coverage formation. In this algorithm one robot is appointed the central controller and maintains up-to-date information about the location of other robots within the environment. When a sensor failure is reported to the central controller, it notifies the robot nearest to the failure. Clustering-based distributed implementation of this centralized algorithm was presented. This algorithm relies on frequent network-/cluster- wide flooding and thus has significant communication overhead. Corke et al. [6] presented a connectivity repair algorithm using a single mobile robot dropping sensors. Each sensor maintains a toke which is initially equal to its unique ID and flooded in the network. It updates its own token to the received larger one. Finally, disconnected regions will have different
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Reactive advertising routine (RAR)



token values. The robot sweeps the sensory field and collects unique tokens. If more than one token is collected, it knows that the network is not connected and new sensor deployments are needed. It then estimates the location of the gap between two disconnected components by estimating the locations of the fringe nodes. Another method is to let sensors generate potential field that pushes the robot to locations where sensor placements are needed. Both methods are centralized at the robot and require the robot to have unbounded memory to store information of all the sensor nodes for the computation. III. C ARRIER -BASED C OVERAGE AUGMENTATION In this section we present our new algorithm, Carrier-Based Coverage Augmentation (CBCA), which uses mobile robots to place static sensors and build optimal F-coverage around the POI F in an incremental manner. This algorithm is composed of two parallel parts: reactive advertising routine (RAR) and iterative sensor placement (ISP). Recall that sensors are to be placed on the vertices of TT graph (see Sec. I-B). RAR runs locally on each deployed sensor on demand. Its objective is to publish along the network border any empty vertex induced by node failure. ISP runs distributedly on sensors and robots in iterations. In each iteration, robots enter the environment from base points, place sensors at empty vertices, and then return to fetch sensors for a new iteration. Due to asynchrony, different robots may be in different iterations at any moment in time. CBCA terminates when ISP stops iterating on all robots, namely, when all sensors have been deployed or the environment is fully covered. At this point, all robots have returned to their base points. We will elaborate on RAR and ISP below. A. Reactive advertising routine (RAR) Each sensor locally maintains an empty vertex list (EVL) once being deployed. The list initially contains the 6 adjacent vertices in the TT graph. It is dynamically updated as neighboring sensors are discovered (by hearing ‘hello’ message from them) or identified failed (by missing a predefined number of successive ‘hello’ messages from them). For a detected failed neighbor at vertex v, a sensor transmits a failure notification message containing the location of v. The failure notification is forwarded outward, away from F , along a single path by sensors following the GFG principle



[3]. In this process, greedy forwarding is implemented by forwarding the message from hexagon to hexagon in the ascending order of their indices. The message stops, after traversing the entire border of the network (i.e., the perimeter of the outer face), at a border node located on the outermost hexagon that the network occupies. This node then forwards the message along the network border by one more round of face traversal, where all the border nodes retrieves v from the message and inserts it into their local EVL. At most 6 copies (originated from the different neighbors of the failed sensor) of the same failure notification may exist simultaneously. To save message retransmissions, each node forwards the same failure notification only once. By RAR, the local EVL of border nodes contains all the empty vertices inside the network in addition to locally identified adjacent ones outside the network. Figure 2 illustrates the RAR routine. The failed node is marked by cross; dashed arrowed lines imply the transmission paths of the failure notification. B. Iterative sensor placement (ISP) We will now explain ISP by focusing on a single iteration with respect to an arbitrary robot B. From local viewpoint, the ISP iteration starts with B (loaded with sensors) entering the environment and ends with B returning to its base point. Once entering the environment, the robot marches toward F as follows: move greedily along straight line and, when obstructed by an obstacle, rotate around the obstacle in a predefined direction, e.g., clockwise, until greedy movement can be resumed. While marching, it transmits a beacon message containing the target location periodically. Upon receiving the beacon message, an early deployed (possibly by a different robot) sensor transmits a ‘hello’ message. B stops marching and beaconing as soon as it receives a ‘hello’ message or it reaches F . In the former case, it enters a search phase, where it searches for an empty vertex at which it should drop a sensor, and subsequently a migration phase, where it silently marches (without beaconing) to the discovered vertex to place sensor. By B arriving at a location v, either F or a discovered vertex, another robot may possibly be also approaching v for sensor placement or a sensor may have already been placed by another robot. To avoid multiple placement, B waits at v and beacons on a periodical basis, up to a maximum number of times, before dropping a sensor there. During this period, it identifies one of the following cases and acts accordingly. 1) Void case: there are no neighboring sensors. This can be determined by hearing no sensor ‘hello’ message. 2) Occupancy case: a sensor has already been placed at v. This can be determined by hearing a ‘hello’ message originated from position v. 3) Competition case: another robot is attempting to place a sensor at v. This can be determined by hearing a robot beacon message contains v as target location. 4) Ordinary case: any case different from the above ones. In the void case, B resumes marching toward F with periodical beaconing as v is isolated from the network. In the occupancy case, B enters a search phase for finding a



(a) Competition at F Fig. 3.



(b) Ordinary case



Iterative sensor placement (ISP)



different vertex. In the competition case, it competes with that robot. The one with smaller ID wins and drops a sensor. The loser will soon receive a ‘hello’ message from v and encounter the occupancy case. This competition may happens multiple times, with different robots, before actual sensor dropping. In the ordinary case, B drops a sensor at v. The robot returns to its base point, finishing the current ISP, if its carried sensors are all placed or no empty vertex can be found. Otherwise, it will continue to place sensor by the combined search-migration strategy. After finishing an ISP iteration, a robot may or may not starts a new iteration depending on whether or not it has used out its sensor load in the previous one. Central to ISP is apparently the search phase, which we will address separately in the next section. Figure 3 illustrates the last two cases, where two robots A and B both have capacity 1 (the ability to carry at most one sensor) and travels along the thick arrowed lines. In Fig. 3(a), they meet at F and compete for sensor placement. A wins the competition (because A < B) and drops a sensor. B loses the competition and later receives the ‘hello’ message from the sensor placed by A. It through this sensor discovers another sensor placement position adjacent to F and moves to drop a sensor there. In Fig. 3(b), B hits the network border and discovers and reserves a vertex inside the network. This vertex is available because the sensor placed at it fails and the neighboring sensors advertise it along the network border (see Fig. 2). At the same time, A hits the network border. It discovers an empty vertex on the outermost hexagon layer. It does not discover the one reserved by B. C. The search phase – an ISP sub-procedure In a search phase, the robot B discovers an empty vertex that is adjacent to the already established network (for connectivity purpose) and located on a hexagon of smallest index (for coverage radius maximization). Figure 4 shows the sequence diagram of this phase. To start a search phase, B transmits a search message carrying its current location outwards, away from F , and expects a reply message containing search result. If no reply arrives within a certain period of time, B will restart the search and ignore any late reply; otherwise, it routes an ACK message to the sender (whose location is embedded in the



Fig. 4.



Sequence diagram of the search phase



reply message) by protocol GFG [3]. Below we shall examine how the robot’s search message is processed. The search message is routed away from F by sensors following the GFG principle as the failure notification message in RAR. It stops at a border node S located on the outermost hexagon that the network occupies. This node identifies itself as the search agent of B and continues the search on its behalf. The search agent S forwards the search message of B along the network border by face routing. This can be definitely done because S has known the outer face. The message picks up the location of the empty TT vertex v nearest to B among those with lowest hexagon index and stored on each forwarding node. After it gets back to S, S knows the search result v and circulates a reservation message along the network border so that v is no long recommended to any other robot. By this means, vertex contention is properly handled. If a border node has confirmed a reservation for v to a different robot agent by the time of receiving the reservation message from S, it will set a flag in the message. By checking the flag in the returned reservation message, S knows if the reservation succeeds. In the case of failure, it re-starts the search immediately. In the case of success, it notifies B about the search result (by reply message) using GFG and waits for an ACK. On the arrival of the ACK, it erases the information of v from the network border (the EVL of border nodes) by another round of border traversal through a deletion message. If no ACK arrives within a certain period of time (e.g., due to node failure), it releases v from reservation by sending a cancellation message along the network border. IV. O PTIMIZATION Suppose that two robots A and B are augmenting FOCUSED coverage around F . They enter the environment from two different base points and march toward F asynchronously. They discover two empty vertices u and v (both caused by node failure) inside the already-established network after arriving at position a and b, respectively. Then they respectively change their movement destinations to these two vertices for sensor placement, i.e., A to u and B to v. The two robots meet each other on their way. The meeting gives them a chance to exchange sensor placement tasks, which we will see in the following may be beneficial.



Fig. 5.



Robot task exchange (RTE)



Assume that at the meeting time A is located at position s and B at t, as shown in Fig. 5. Notice that v is closer to F than u. Suppose B is a slower robot that A. If A and B stay with their original sensor placement task, coverage augmentation will not be achieved soon (in other words, coverage radius will not be immediately increased) even if A quickly reaches u and drops a sensor there, since v will still remain empty for a while due to the slow motion of B. Therefore, the task exchange between A and B will reduce coverage augmentation delay. Even if the two robots are moving at the same speed, in some case the task exchange may still be desirable because it will lead to reduced moving distance (thus energy saving) for both of them. Motivated by the above analysis, we introduce robot task exchange (RTE) as an optimization technique for CBCA. The idea is summarized as follows: when two robots A and B meet, by local communication they exchange their sensor placement task if the exchange is beneficial to either delay reduction or energy saving. If more than two robots meet together, RTE is performed in a pair-wise manner until task assignment becomes stable among these robots. V. C ONCLUSIONS In this paper we studied for the first time the problem of carrier-based sensor placement with sensor-reloading. Our proposed algorithm CBCA is the first algorithm of its kind. Existing carrier-based sensor placement algorithms all unrealistically require robots to carry sensors at once (without sensor reloading), ignoring sensor physical dimension and robot storage capacity. Furthermore, these algorithms all aim at traditional area coverage over a region of interest without particular coverage focus; whereas, our new algorithm CBCA targets at the emerging F-coverage problem with a given coverage focus. As there is no competing algorithm in the literature, performance evaluation will merely be reporting the behavior such as robot energy consumption and sensor communication overhead of CBCA itself. In this case, we omitted the solo simulation report here. ACKNOWLEDGMENT This work was partially supported by NSERC Strategic grant STPSC356913-07.
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